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MDX (Multi-Dimensional eXpressions) is extraordinarily powerful, and is used for both self-service reporting and advanced analytics. If you are going to do multi-dimensional analysis, you have to know MDX. MDX enables business users to perform analyses and generate reports that
are next to impossible in any other query language, such as SQL, or even in BEx queries. This is the complete guide to generating effective reports and solving business problems using MDX in NetWeaver BW. First, the author introduces you to this extraordinarily powerful query and
calculation language for both advanced analytics and self-service reporting. With expert guidance, you'll explore the idiosyncrasies of the MDX language and understand what object(s) each function takes as inputs and what they generate as outputs. Then, get an in-depth look at selfservice reporting and analytics with MDX and how well these tasks are accomplished depending in large part on the modeling of InfoCubes. You'll find out about techniques for improving query response time, including use of the SAP NetWeaver BW Accelerator.Finally, you'll also
learn about the recent and substantial enhancements to the SAP NetWeaver BW MDX engine, the MDX-based OLAP BAPI, and the OLAP Data Access (ODA) component in SAP BusinessObjects.
With the conversion from SAP ERP to SAP S/4HANA, the concept of classic customers and vendors is a thing of the past. SAP Business Partner is now the leading object for processing master data information for customers and vendors. Transactions such as FD01/FK01, FD02/FK02
and XK01/XK02 are automatically redirected to the leading transaction BP. In this practical guide, learn step by step how to work with SAP Business Partner, including primary customization settings, and the creation of an SAP business partner with single and grouped roles. Specialized
topics such as search help, field attributes, and authorizations are also covered. A comparison of greenfield and brownfield approaches is an essential aspect of this book. For readers who want, or need, to migrate their current data, guidance is provided on business partner conversion
types. This guide pays special attention to master data synchronization via the CVI Cockpit, including the assignment of number ranges and intervals. - The SAP Business Partner concept - SAP Business Partner integration in SAP ERP and SAP S/4HANA - SAP Business Partner
synchronization and Customer-Vendor Integration (CVI) - Overview of customization settings and master data maintenance
Managing your SAP data in Microsoft Excel? This is your guide to using SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office! Get started with the basics, from creating your first workbook to navigating through reports. Then, follow step-by-step instructions to process data, analyze data, develop
planning applications, customize reports, and work with tools such as formulas and macros. Including details on troubleshooting, UI customization, and more, this book is your all-in-one resource! In this book, you'll learn about: a. Reporting and Data Analysis Learn to work with reports
in SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office: define parameters with prompts, adjust formatting and styles, and extend reports with local data. Filter, sort, and display your data using hierarchies, and refine data analysis with simple and advanced calculations. b. Planning Use your SAP data to
develop planning workbooks. Plan your data both manually and with functions and sequences. Understand key settings for cell locking, the planning model, and more. c. Advanced Features Take your skills to the next level. Write formulas to use in your reports, and create and use
macros in your workbooks, including steps to use API methods, callbacks, and design rules. Highlights include: 1) Workbook creation 2) Report navigation 3) Prompts 4) Data processing, organization, and analysis 5) Planning applications 6) Report customization and formatting 7)
Formulas 8) Macros 9) Configuration 10) Troubleshooting
With this practical guide, you ll learn how to develop mappings, adapters, and proxies for SAP NetWeaver Process Integration. Each exercise includes detailed descriptions for all development and configuration objects (including monitoring), and then concludes with an integration
example. The book is suitable for SAP NetWeaver PI beginners, and can also serve as a reference guide for experienced users. Presentation from a Developer s Perspective Provides a detailed overview of the features and capabilities of SAP NetWeaver PI from a developer s point of
view. Comprehensive Exercises Explains mappings, adapters, and proxies using practical, hands-on development of components. Concrete Activity Guidelines Offers detailed tutorials with numerous programming examples to explain the implementation of all development and
configuration objects. Multilayer Scenario Uses an integration example to explain the process of implementing a sales process (inquiry, quotation, ordering, and billing). Presentation Across Releases Provides an overview of all procurement processes, along with a list of the transactions
in the SAP system.
SAP BusinessObjects BI System Administration
SAP R/3 Administration
A Complete Guide to Configuration, Administration, and Best Practices
SAP R/3 System Administration
Archiving SAP Data-- Practical Guide
Explore key procurement processes and the day-to-day use of SAP MMLearn essential troubleshooting and problem-solving techniquesReduce ordering costs, decentralize purchase orders, and engage all levels of employees for successful procurement practicesCut straight to the heart of the matter with
this book: efficiently using Materials Management (MM) in SAP ERP. This book teaches you everything you need to use MM in your everyday job. You'll find explanations of key procurement processes and how MM fits in, and then get down to the nitty-gritty. Written for procurement from the plant
floor, this book will be an essential companion to you for your MM journey. Learn crucial system navigation, how to troubleshoot problems and system issues, and explore advanced functions and concepts that will improve your MM experience. Additionally, the book includes useful recommendations on
how to perform procurement activities with fewer steps and greater ease.
Take an in-depth look at SAP SuccessFactors talent modules with this complete guide to configuration, administration, and best practices. The book follows a logical progression of SAP SuccessFactors modules that should be configured to complete a comprehensive talent management solution. The
authors walk you through fully functional simple implementations in the primary chapters for each module before diving into advanced topics in subsequent chapters. After a brief introduction the next two chapters jump into the Talent Profile and Job Profile Builder. These chapters lay the structures and
data that will be utilized across the remaining chapters which detail each module. The following eight chapters walk you through building, administering, and using a goal plan in the Goal Management module as well as performance forms in the Performance Management module. The book also expands
on performance topics with the 360 form and continuous performance management in two additional chapters. We then dive into configuring the calibration tool and how to set up calibration sessions in the next two chapters. After that, you will explore the development module in three more chapters by
learning to configure and use development plans, career worksheets, and mentoring. Finally, the book examines succession management, covering topics such as configuring, administering, and using the 9-box, the Talent Review form, nominations, succession org charts, talent pools, and succession
presentations. The authors then sum up with a review of what you learned and final conclusions. Within each topic, the book touches on the integration points with other modules as well as internationalization. The authors also provide recommendations and insights from real world experience. Having
finished the book, you will have an understanding of what comprises a complete SAP SuccessFactors talent management solution and how to configure, administer, and use each module within it. What You Will Learn Develop custom talent profile portlets Integrate Job Profile Builder with SAP
SuccessFactors talent modules Set up security, group goals, and team goals in goals management with sample XML Configure and launch performance forms including rating scales and route maps Administrate the calibration module using best practices Display and update relevant talent data in a
succession org chart Who This Book Is For Implementation partners and customers who are project managers, configuration specialists, analysts, or system administrators.
Implement a powerful end-to-end SAP administration solution Get peak performance from your SAP ERP infrastructure using the detailed implementation, maintenance, and support information in this comprehensive resource. SAP Basis Administration Handbook, NetWeaver Edition delivers integrated
management strategies covering both ABAP and Java stacks. Discover how to deploy components, accurately size throughout, configure Oracle databases, back up your system, and repair performance problems. Career trends, certification requirements, and marketable SAP Basis skills are also discussed
in this practical guide. Essential Skills for SAP Professionals: Plan, prepare, and install SAP NetWeaver Application Server Set up, configure, and troubleshoot Java and ABAP stacks Establish server infrastructure and efficiently balance workloads Incorporate transport management and software logistics
Resolve performance issues and startup problems Access SAP support infrastructure through SAP Service Marketplace Manage and back up Oracle databases using BR*TOOLS Perform system copies, stack upgrades, and OS/DB migrations
Don't just read about SAP BW - get your hands dirty with this updated, must-have guide. Tackle all of the common tasks you'll encounter when working with SAP BW, from creating objects, to extracting and transforming data, to mastering the BEx tools. Keep your skills sharp with information new to
this edition, including updates for SAP BW 7.4 and BW on SAP HANA. Throughout the book, follow along with a comprehensive case study to cement your knowledge.
Retail Information Systems Based on SAP Products
An Introduction
SAP SuccessFactors Talent
SAP HANA 2.0
SAP Analysis for Microsoft Office--Practical Guide

If you are responsible for the administration of an SAP R/3 system, or would like to know more about it, this book will show you how to exploit the potential of the R/3 system to maximum effect. SAP R/3 Administration provides a detailed explanation of the technological basis and the development environment of the R/3 system
and practical guidance on performance tuning the R/3 system. This book provides detailed coverage of the organization and operation of the R/3 system and the transport system that monitors, coordinates and logs access to system data. It explains the fundamentals of ABAP/4, the programming language at the heart of the SAP
R/3 system, and shows how to program simple reports and understand ABAP/4 programs. With this book you will learn how to: monitor and maintain a live R/3 syste understand different types of R/3 system, exchange objects between these systems and control modifications to the use use the CCMS (computer center management
system) to observe R/3 operation and evaluate and avoid potential problems early on. The authors have drawn on their own considerable experience in customer support to provide this comprehensive, practical guide to the administration and performance tuning of the SAP R/3 system. While you do not have to have any prior
knowledge of the R/3 system to read this book, it is assumed that you will have some previous experience of relational database management systems and SQL. An accompanying disk contains R/3 transport data for the examples featured in the book and is described in Appendix G.
Basic Principles of Query Reporting Learn about the relationships between QuickViewer, user groups, the InfoSet, and SAP Query. This book explains how to localize tables and which query utilities support you in your work.All Major Query Features Discover everything you need to know about selection and layout variants,
drilldown functions, icons, ABC analyses, and much more.Designing User-Friendly Reports Master challenging reporting requirements, including ABAP coding. Utilize ranked lists and statistics, Microsoft Excel integration, and much more.Query Administration How do you transport queries? How do you improve performance?
What do you need to consider with regard to authorizations? Here, you find the answers to these questions and others.Immediately Usable Queries for DownloadHighlights· Fundamentals - SAP Tables and Table Links - QuickViewer, SAP Query, Query Utilities · Query Functions - InfoSet and SAP Query in Detail - Selection and
Layout Variants - Traffic Light Icons, Drilldown, Graphics, and ABC Analyses· Designing User-Friendly Queries - Statistics and Ranked Lists - ABAP Fundamentals - Integration with Microsoft Excel· Query Management - Transport System - Data Retrieval and Function Modules - Authorizations and Transaction Creation· RealLife Examples
In this IBM® Redbooks® publication, we give an overview of different data management topics related to a typical SAP® data center. The intrinsic functionality of SAP is not designed to completely handle all the tasks of a data center by itself, but the SAP system offers several interface possibilities to attach external tools to it to
accomplish this task We explain SAP basic concepts and the issues with SAP data management. We introduce Tivoli® Storage Manager and all of its products that are related to SAP data management. We provide some comparison between database backup and recovery tools. Finally, we discuss data archiving using IBM DB2®
CommonStore for SAP, and discuss high availability requirements and disaster recovery considerations. The second part of this book discusses a practical implementation of SAP backup and recovery with Tivoli Storage Manager. We implement this setup on two separate SAP systems: one running DB2 and the other running
Oracle® database. We also implement LAN-free backup and FlashCopy® scenarios. In the sample implementation section, we show many different tasks, such as backup and restore, database recovery, backup monitoring, and tuning. We also cover some advanced backup/availability considerations, such as split mirror backup
and standby databases. This book helps individuals that operate an SAP environment to devise a strategy for a sound and comprehensive data backup solution using the IBM Tivoli Storage Management product family.
SAP environments are internally integrated with, and through, cloud and hybrid cloud solutions. This interconnection, both within and external to the firewall, creates a level of vulnerability that, if exploited, could compromise a company’s intellectual property, employee and supplier information, and trade secrets. This book
breaks down the application of cybersecurity, as it applies to SAP, into actionable items that can be communicated and implemented into existing security frameworks. You will understand why cybersecurity applies to SAP, how it integrates with cybersecurity Initiatives within an organization, and how to implement a security
framework within SAP. This expertly written guide provides a targeted cybersecurity education for SAP managers, architects, and security practitioners. The author explores the technical aspects of implementing cybersecurity policies and procedures using existing tools and available SAP modules. Readers will gain a solid
understanding of what a cybersecurity program does, what security frameworks are used for, how to assess and understand risk, and how to apply mitigating controls. By using practical examples, tips, and screenshots, this book covers: - Cyber risk in the SAP landscape - How to harden security - Cybersecurity risk management
programs in SA - Risk mitigation for threats
Sales and Distribution in SAP ERP-Practical Guide
Practical Guide to SAP Core Data Services (CDS)
SAP Query Reporting
Practical Guide to SAP GTS Part 1: SPL Screening and Compliance Management
BIS 2019 International Workshops, Seville, Spain, June 26–28, 2019, Revised Papers
Because of its complex integration, Product Cost Controlling (CO-PC) is often regarded as the most challenging module in SAP ERP. In this book, you will learn the most important concepts, business processes, and
configuration settings. By concentrating only on the essentials, this book will quickly enable you to use it as a supplementary reference guide for implementing or supporting SAP CO-PC. Screenshots of transactions and
configuration are included to illustrate written content. This book also dives into CO-PC integration details with other modules and tips on how to properly configure and implement a highly integrated sub-module. This
complete and simplified guide to configuration and business processes for SAP Product Costing covers: * Introduction to Value Flows in SAP Controlling * Step-by-Step Examples * Configuration for Product Costing * Detailed
Month End Closing Processes
Throughout the world, high-profile large organizations (aerospace and defense, automotive, banking, chemicals, financial service providers, healthcare, high tech, insurance, oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, retail,
telecommunications, and utilities) and governments are using SAP software to process their most mission-critical, highly sensitive data. With more than 100,000 installations, SAP is the world's largest enterprise software
company and the world's third largest independent software supplier overall. Despite this widespread use, there have been very few books written on SAP implementation and security, despite a great deal of interest. (There
are 220,000 members in an on-line SAP 'community' seeking information, ideas and tools on the IT Toolbox Website alone.) Managing SAP user authentication and authorizations is becoming more complex than ever, as there are
more and more SAP products involved that have very different access issues. It's a complex area that requires focused expertise. This book is designed for these network and systems administrator who deal with the
complexity of having to make judgmental decisions regarding enormously complicated and technical data in the SAP landscape, as well as pay attention to new compliance rules and security regulations. Most SAP users
experience significant challenges when trying to manage and mitigate the risks in existing or new security solutions and usually end up facing repetitive, expensive re-work and perpetuated compliance challenges. This book
is designed to help them properly and efficiently manage these challenges on an ongoing basis. It aims to remove the 'Black Box' mystique that surrounds SAP security. * The most comprehensive coverage of the essentials of
SAP security currently available: risk and control management, identity and access management, data protection and privacy, corporate governance, legal and regulatory compliance. * This book contains information about SAP
security that is not available anywhere else to help the reader avoid the "gotchas" that may leave them vulnerable during times of upgrade or other system changes *Companion Web site provides custom SAP scripts, which
readers can download to install, configure and troubleshoot SAP.
Translation of: Praxishandbuch SAP--Datenarchivierung.
With this hands-on guide to SAP Solution Manager (SolMan) 7.2, you'll find everything you need to maintain your SAP landscape. -SAP Backup using Tivoli Storage Manager
SAP NetWeaver BW 7.3
SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP - System Administration
SAP System Security Guide
Business Information Systems Workshops

Concentration tendencies, globalization, increasing cost pressure and well-informed customers all make up the hard competition faced by today's businesses. The "right" products, a successful market image, a strong positioning between suppliers and
customers, efficient logistics and optimum organization structures contribute to a company's survival. Achieving this goal requires flexible information and communication systems that are fully adaptable to the specific situation. Modern retail information
systems are not bound by organization borders but support both business partner cooperation and electronic commerce. This book presents the architecture of retail information systems, as well as the functions of SAP Retail, and in so doing links modern
retail management with the implementation strategies based on innovative software systems.
This book constitutes revised papers from the nine workshops and one accompanying event which took place at the 22nd International Conference on Business Information Systems, BIS 2019, held in Seville, Spain, in June 2019. There was a total of 139
submissions to all workshops of which 57 papers were accepted for publication. The workshops included in this volume are: AKTB 2019: 11th Workshop on Applications of Knowledge-Based Technologies in Business BITA 2019: 10th Workshop on Business
and IT Alignment BSCT 2019: Second Workshop on Blockchain and Smart Contract Technologies DigEX 2019: First International Workshop on transforming the Digital Customer Experience iCRM 2019: 4th International Workshop on Intelligent Data Analysis
in Integrated Social CRM iDEATE 2019: 4th Workshop on Big Data and Business Analytics Ecosystems ISMAD 2019: Workshop on Information Systems and Applications in Maritime Domain QOD 2019: Second Workshop on Quality of Open Data SciBOWater
2019: Second Workshop on Scientific Challenges and Business Opportunities in Water Management
If you work in a company that uses SAP or other non-SAP ERP systems and are looking at migrating to the latest digital core from SAP, whether the cloud or on-premise edition, then this book is for you! Explore your options for transitioning to SAP
S/4HANA. Walk in detail through the phases of a data migration project using SAP Activate methodology. Identify SAP rapid data migration best practices for SAP S/4HANA with SAP Data Services. Learn about methods for migrating data to a new SAP
implementation scenario, as well as the SAP Data Services architecture that deals with the process of extraction, transformation, and load (ETL) of data. Examine the steps required to execute the migration within the ETL stages and how SAP Data Services
can be extended to meet additional migration needs. Take a deep dive into SAP S/4HANA migration cockpit and SAP S/4HANA migration object modeler. Walk through the steps required for migrating data from source systems to SAP S/4HANA (on-premise
or cloud edition) using the preconfigured data migration objects delivered by SAP. Delve into the process of creating a migration project and generating the upload template, as well as the steps for uploading and validating the data, including error handling.
Review the various migration options and tools available for migrating your legacy data to SAP S/4HANA (on-premise or cloud edition). - Data migration scenarios and tools for moving data to S/4HANA - Plan an S/4HANA data migration using SAP Activate
methodology - Step-by-step guide for using S/4HANA migration cockpit and S/4HANA migration object modeler - Evaluate S/4HANA migration tools
As the core middleware in your system landscape, SAP NetWeaver PI plays an enterprise-critical role. But how can you ensure smooth operation? This book answers your questions. Using a highly detailed scenario as an example, the authors guide you
through all administration tasks and provide useful tips for your daily work. Basic Configuration Learn which of the numerous parameters are relevant for the configuration of SAP NetWeaver PI and Application Server, and what the recommended settings
are. SLD and Enterprise Services Repository Get to know the two most important tools for the administration of your system landscape: creating and managing software components, SLD bridge, service modeling and publishing, and much more.
Authorizations, Performance, and Monitoring Master the core administration tasks: Define who is supposed to have which authorizations, ensure fast message processing, and use the options for focused monitoring. Concrete Instructions with Numerous
Screenshots Learn step-by-step how to perform each key task. Detailed menu descriptions and various figures guide the way. Expert Tips for Real Life Benefit from the authors' experience with customer projects.Practice-oriented descriptions focused on
practical implementation, designed to help you achieve fast results.
Practical Guide to SAP CO-PC (Product Cost Controlling)
SAP Solution Manager
SAP Administration
Ask a Manager
Analyzing and Tuning SAP Systems
• Understand the Basis system's inner workings to quickly address critical situations• Get step-by-step instructions and practical tips on administration• Explore new information on SAP Solution Manager 7.1, enhancement packages, and
the new monitoring infrastructure• 4th edition, updated and expandedIn the fourth edition of this flagship reference, you'll find updated, expanded, and revised information of the most important administration topics for SAP NetWeaver
Application Server ABAP. From getting started with the system, to client administration and authorization concepts, to system monitoring, you'll find all administration tools and practical instructions to optimally configure your system.
This book is an essential companion for your daily work.All Concepts ExplainedLearn everything you need to know about the functioning of SAP Basis. After reading this book, SAP specifics such as work processes, authorizations, and
monitoring will no longer baffle you.Tools in Practical UseGet to know the function and handling of all administration tools, which includes SAP NetWeaver Administrator, DBA Cockpit, transport tools, and many more.Concrete
InstructionsReproduce the most essential administrator tasks, based on detailed descriptions and comprehensive screenshots.Tips from SAP Support ExpertsGear up for critical situations, and benefit from the day-to-day experience that
the authors gained in many years of working in SAP support.New in this EditionExpand your knowledge with this new edition. It now includes sections on SAP Solution Manager 7.1, Monitoring and Alert Infrastructure, System Landscape
Directory, and CTS+.Highlights• SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP architecture• Dialog and background processing• Accounting and lock management• Setting up a system landscape• Client administration• SAP clients, users, and authorizations
administration• Software logistics and instance maintenance• System monitoring• SAP Solution Manager
This IBM® Redbooks® publication updates Implementing High Availability and Disaster Recovery Solutions with SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems, REDP-5443 with the latest technical content that describes how to implement an SAP HANA
on IBM Power SystemsTM high availability (HA) and disaster recovery (DR) solution by using theoretical knowledge and sample scenarios. This book describes how all the pieces of the reference architecture work together (IBM Power
Systems servers, IBM Storage servers, IBM SpectrumTM Scale, IBM PowerHA® SystemMirror® for Linux, IBM VM Recovery Manager DR for Power Systems, and Linux distributions) and demonstrates the resilience of SAP HANA with IBM
Power Systems servers. This publication is for architects, brand specialists, distributors, resellers, and anyone developing and implementing SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems integration, automation, HA, and DR solutions. This publication
provides documentation to transfer the how-to-skills to the technical teams, and documentation to the sales team.
"Ready for SAP BW/4HANA 2.0? This comprehensive guide will teach you all there is to know about the next generation business warehouse from SAP! Start with a fresh installation or migrate from an existing system. Then understand the
new architecture, explore administration tasks with SAP HANA Studio, learn to model and analyze data, and find out how to connect to frontend BI tools"-Page 1/2
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SAP Global Trade Services (GTS) helps companies maximize supply chain performance and reduces the overall cost and risk of global trade by ensuring regulatory compliance, accelerating trade activity, and enabling trade compliance
automation. The Practical Guide to SAP GTS helps the user navigate the system, while offering compliance insight to maximize their return on investment. Dive into difficult-to-navigate menus and review available functionality. Using
screenshots and detailed instructions, readers will obtain best practices for meeting and exceeding compliance standards. Includes suggested audit plans to sustain long term compliance. The book is current to version 10.1 and explores
version 11.0 and its new features. This book offers: - Tips and tricks for leveraging SAP GTS to automate trade compliance - Walk step by step through business processes - Overview of regulatory requirements and compliance suggestions Review of Version 11.0 with screenshots
MDX Reporting and Analytics with SAP NetWeaver BW
The IT Administrator's Guide to Best Practices
SAP Administration - Practical Guide
Practical Guide to SAP Business Partner Functions and Integration with SAP S/4HANA
SAP BW 7. 4 - Practical Guide
SAP Global Trade Services (GTS) helps companies maximize supply chain performance and reduces the overall cost and risk of global trade by ensuring regulatory compliance, accelerating trade activity, and enabling trade compliance automation. The Practical Guide to SAP
GTS Part II dives into customs management and preference processing. Explore how to leverage self-filing, using a broker model, and adopting a free trade agreement to improve ROI. The book is current to version 10.1 and explores version 11.0 and its new features
including Fiori apps and UX. - Best practices for leveraging SAP GTS for trade compliance - Fundamentals of preference implementation and system set up - How self-filing, broker models and free trade agreements can improve ROI - Review of Version 11.0 with screenshots
Core Data Services (CDS) is SAP s method of defining persistent data models in the database layer. CDS is a key piece of the SAP HANA landscape, speeding up data retrieval by pushing database processing to the database engine. This books provides a practical
introduction to the SQL-based functionality and methods. Learn how to use SAP HANA Studio to utilize perspectives to create objects in the SAP HANA database, including the SAP HANA development perspective. Use syntax to create non-CDS database artifacts via SAP
HANA Studio development perspective using SAP HANA XS Classic. Explore CDS artifacts, how to use SAP HANA XS to define an artifact, and dive into a detailed example of how to create objects using a CDS concept. Learn how to create CDS objects using SAP HANA webbased development workbench, SAP Web IDE for SAP HANA, and SAP HANA Studio ABAP Workbench. Explore two methods to extract data from CDS views using ABAP. - Get an introduction to CDS and SAP HANA Studio - Create CDS views and code new structures in ABAP Use templates, associations, and annotations - Explore select clauses and aggregate functions
As a system administrator, you know that users like to keep you on your toes. Don't worry This guide to BOBJ administration helps you stay one step ahead. From sizing to troubleshooting, it offers you the background you need to administer a system that does what it's
supposed to do.
Use step-by-step instructions to increase the efficiency of your daily work Learn from hundreds of screenshots and numerous checklists Discover tips and tricks for both routine and special activities This administrator's guide explains the tasks that you have to accomplish in
order to master the administration of SAP systems. Click-by-click and with numerous screenshots, you will learn about all work processes that are relevant to everyday practice: routine and special tasks, administration with SAP Solution Manager, and the administration of
operating systems, databases, and authorizations. The book is based on SAP NetWeaver AS ABAP 7.0/7.1, and is applicable to users of earlier and later releases. Routine and Special Administration Tasks Learn about every administration task, from daily jobs to system
recovery steps that must be performed after a serious system failure. Practical Knowledge Benefit from descriptions that focus on real-life duties, with background information that will help you to better accomplish your tasks. Detailed Click-by-Click Instructions Explore
detailed step-by-step instructions, illustrated by screenshots.This enables you to easily understand the processes and reproduce them in your system. Checklists, Transactions, Forms, and More Download all checklists for critical tasks or for a security strategy from the book.
The appendices also contain helpful lists with transactions and tables, as well as predefined forms.
Practical Guide to Data Migration with SAP S/4HANA Migration Cockpit
Procurement with SAP MM
The Comprehensive Guide
Practical Guide
SAP Bw/4hana 2.0

Enter the fast-paced world of SAP HANA 2.0 with this introductory guide. Begin with an exploration of the technological backbone of SAP HANA as a database and platform. Then, step into key SAP HANA user roles and discover core capabilities for administration,
application development, advanced analytics, security, data integration, and more. No matter how SAP HANA 2.0 fits into your business, this book is your starting point. In this book, you'll learn about: a. Technology Discover what makes an in-memory database platform. Learn
about SAP HANA's journey from version 1.0 to 2.0, take a tour of your technology options, and walk through deployment scenarios and implementation requirements. b. Tools Unpack your SAP HANA toolkit. See essential tools in action, from SAP HANA cockpit and SAP
HANA studio, to the SAP HANA Predictive Analytics Library and SAP HANA smart data integration. c. Key Roles Understand how to use SAP HANA as a developer, administrator, data scientist, data center architect, and more. Explore key tasks like backend programming with
SQLScript, security setup with roles and authorizations, data integration with the SAP HANA Data Management Suite, and more. Highlights include: 1) Architecture 2) Administration 3) Application development 4) Analytics 5) Security 6) Data integration 7) Data architecture 8)
Data center
Based on: A practical guide to SAP NetWeaver Business Warehouse (BW) 7.0 / Bharat Patel, Amol Palekar, Shreekant Shiralkar. 2010.
From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called “the Dear Abby of the work
world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she tackles the tough discussions you may need to
have during your career. You’ll learn what to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie •
your boss seems unhappy with your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works . . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be
professional (even when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review) “The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her
advice can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a Manager
column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace, confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The No Asshole Rule and The
Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life Together
Who says that a leopard can't change its spots? With the advent of SAP HANA, database administration is evolving - and you can evolve along with it. In this title, you can learn how traditional administration concepts are applied in SAP HANA, and find out about the new
concepts relevant to an in-memory database.
A Practical Guide to Cybersecurity in SAP
SAP HANA on IBM Power Systems: High Availability and Disaster Recovery Implementation Updates
Practical Guide to SAP GTS Part 2: Preference and Customs Management
A Step-By-Step Guide to Practical Daily Tasks and Activities
SAP Basis Administration
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